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Clean out your Old Gold for Cash:Make a New Year’s Resolution to get Fast Money from
GoldFellow™

GoldFellow™ is committed to providing consumers with a safe and easy way to get the most money for
their unwanted gold, platinum and sterling silver.

Jan. 13, 2009 - PRLog -- Consumers trying to pay holiday bills and have more money in the New Year can
get cash fast for their gold to GoldFellow™, the trusted online gold buyer.

By resolving to clean out their jewelry boxes and sending their unwanted gold to GoldFellow,™ they can
get cash back fast via the company’s trusted delivery system.

According to GoldFellow’s™ Web site, www.goldfellow.com, the company differs from other online gold
buyers by providing every customer with free FedEx® shipping and insuring each package for up to
$1,000. Its online payment schedule is updated daily and, unlike many competitors, GoldFellow™
customers must see and accept their offers before they are paid.

Honesty and superior customer service is an art practiced by GoldFellow.com, the trusted online gold
buyer.  While some gold buyers have numerous complaints against them on the Better Business Bureau’s
Website www.bbb.org, GoldFellow™ has no complaints and enjoys an “A” rating.  And, while many
consumers complain of their treatment by some gold buyers, there is much praise for GoldFellow™ on the
Internet and beyond.

“GoldFellow™ was created to provide customers a safe, competitive and easy method to sell unwanted
gold, platinum and sterling silver,” said Michael Gusky, founder of GoldFellow™, and a 30-year gold
industry veteran who sold his jewelry manufacturing company to billionaire Warren Buffett’s
Berkshire-Hathaway in 2007. “We pride ourselves on being the most responsive to gold sellers and offering
some of the best prices and practices in the industry.”

Gusky strongly recommends consumers read online gold buyers’ Websites and compare prices and
practices before selling their unwanted gold for cash. 

"Don't take my word for it, do your homework. Ask how much you will be paid for one pennyweight of 14
karat gold jewelry and compare prices.  Ask if you will be notified of your value before you're paid," he
suggests.  "And for goodness sake, never agree to drop your valuables in a regular mailbox. There's no
record or proof that it has been mailed - and it's not insured although many of our competitors would like
you to believe otherwise."  

Gusky attributes his company's success and rapid growth to a higher level of trust achieved through his
company’s transparent business practices and higher payments.  He has a theory for why his pricing is so
much higher than the competition’s. 

"We could spend millions on television, like the competition – or we could put the cash in our customer's
pockets.  We prefer to pay the customer higher prices," Gusky says.

To know more information visit http://www.goldfellow.com
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Our founders began selling gold jewelry to America's leading jewelry retailers in 1977, ultimately
becoming the largest manufacturer and distributor of gold jewelry in the United States. During 30 years of
working in the gold jewelry industry, GoldFellow’s™ founders sold and distributed over 50 million pieces
of 10kt, 14kt and 18kt gold jewelry such as chains, bracelets, necklaces, rings, earrings and more. That's
over 300 tons of GOLD!
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